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Many forms of Linear 
Collider Detector R&D efforts:
 Large collaborations: CALICE, LCTPC, FCAL

 Collection of many efforts such as vertex R&Ds

 Individual group R&D activities

 Efforts currently not directly included in the 
concept groups (ILD, SiD, CLICdp), which may 
become  important for LC in future



Linear Collider Collaboration Detector R&D Liaison Report
http://www.linearcollider.org/physics-detectors/working-group-detector-rd-liaison
Last public version (Dec. 18, 2018)  Submitted as supplemental LCC input to the European Strategy Update

 Get a « snapshot » of the R&D efforts, even if they
are not officially integrated into ILC, SiD, CLICdp
 technologies might become relevant in the future

 “Publicize” the technology and provide an update of 
the R&D developments since ILC DBD / CLIC CDR

 Provide an entry point for new groups to help them to 
learn about the current landscape and the areas 
where they might be interested contribute

The suggested content of the inputs is as follows:



Linear Collider Collaboration Detector R&D Liaison Report
http://www.linearcollider.org/physics-detectors/working-group-detector-rd-liaison

 More than 50 individual groups contacts, 170 pp. & summary tables

 Chapters on: Vertex detectors, Silicon Trackers, Gaseous Trackers,  
Calorimeters (ECAL/HCAL), Forward Calorimetry (FCAL), Muon System

 Should not be considered as the summary to select between technologies 
 general overview of the landscape of the LC R&D activities

Final Detector R&D Report is planned for July 2020 (by the end of the LCC Mandate) 



Two Validated Detector Concepts: ILD and SiD

ILD_L / ILD_S SiD
Both optimized for PFA Performance: ~ B･RECAL,inner

2 (two-track separation @ ECAL)

B = 3.5 T / 4 T B = 5 T
RECAL,inner = 1.8 / 1.46 m RECAL,inner = 1.27 m

Si + TPC tracking
Outer radius: 1.77 / 1.43 m 

Silicon Tracking only
Outer radius: 1.22 m

Re-optimisation: Large (L) & small (S) options 
ILD Interim Design Report:

arXiv: 2003.01116

ILD-L ILD-S

Reduced tracker radius,
length unchanged



ILD vs SiD: Two Tracking Complementary Approaches
Gaseous Tracking (ILD): Silicon Tracking (SiD):

 Si + Gaseous Tracking System:

- VXD: long barrel of 3 double layers

- Intermediate Si-tracker (SIT, SET, FTD)
SIT/FTD: silicon pixel sensors (e.g. CMOS) 
SET: silicon strip sensors

- Time Projection Chamber with MPGD-readout
High hit redundancy (200 hits / track) 
 3D tracking / pattern recognition;
 dE/dx information for PID 

 All Si-Tracking (concept proven by CMS)

- VXD: short barrel of 5 single layers

- 5 layers Silicon-strip tracker
(25um strips, 50 um readout pitch)

- Few highly precise hits (max. 12)
- Robustness, single bunch time stamping

Vertex detector
Strip detector



Vertex Technologies for Linear Collider: State-of-the-Art 

Fine pixel CCD: delayed readout, 
5 um pitch, 50 um thickness

SOI: delayed / continuous
readout; suited for 3D integration

3D Integration (in-pixel data processing, 
currently on-hold): MWR in 2010

VICTR(CMS),VIP(ILC),VIPIC(X-rays)

Exploiting the ILC low duty cycle 0(10-3): triggerless readout, power-pulsing

Chronopixel

Chronopixel: delayed readout, 
monolithic CMOS, 50 um thick

Sensor’s contribution to the total material budget of vertex detectors is 15-30%

DEPFET: continuous readout, 
75 / 50 um thick (Belle II / ILC)

CMOS (CPS): continuous readout, 
speed, pixel dim., stiching

Readout strategies: 
 continuous during the train with power cycling mechanic. stress from Lorentz forces in B-field
 delayed after the train  either ~5μm pitch for occupancy or in-pixel time-stamping

see  M. Winter talk



Vertex Technologies for Linear Collider:  Challenges 

Challenges (beam backgrounds, cooling, material budget) addressed by emerging R&D steps:
 Material budget reduction reduce impact of mechanical supports, services, overlap of modules/ladders
 Beam related (beamstrahlung) bkg. suppression  evolve time stamping toward a few 100 ns (bunch-tagging)

Last detector to be installed; technology choices/construction for ILC is still to be over 5-10 years

D. Dannheim

CMOS (CPS): 2-sided ladders: 
mini-vectors with high spatial 
resolution & time stamping

CMOS (CPS): Industrial stitching & curved 
CPS along goals of ALICE-ITS3, 

possibly with 65 nm process

see  M. Winter talk

Microchannel cooling: DEPFET 
in collaboration with AIDA2020Introduce NN in CPS to mitigate data 

flow from beam-related background



Momentum and Impact Parameter Resolution Performance

• PT resolution @ 100 GeV 
≈2-3 x 10−5 GeV−2 for both 
ILD & CLD (single muons)

- ILD-S/ILD-L both meet asymptotic
momentum resolution goal

ILC/ILD:

• σ(d0) resolution is affected by 
the layout of vertex detector 
and single point resolution

- Single point resolution has a 
large impact (50%) on  σ(d0)
at high pT (CLD study,
similar for CEPC)

Track momentum resolution:

Impact parameter resolution:
ILC/ILD:

FCC/CLD:

arXiv: 2003.01116 arXiv: 1911.12230

FCC/CLD:



ILC TPC with MPGD-Based Readout
 Standard “pad readout” (~ few mm2): 8 rows of det. modules 

(17×23 cm2); 240 modules per endcap
 Wet-etched triple GEMs
 Laser-etched double-GEMs 100µm thick (“Asian”)
 Resistive MM with dispersive anode 

 Pixel readout (55x 55mm2): ~100-120 chips per module → 
25000-30000 per endcap (GridPix)
 GEM + pixel readout 
 InGrid (integrated Micromegas grid with pixel readout)

MPGDs are foreseen as TPC readout
for ILC (endcap size~10 m2):

Micromegas GEM                GridPix

The Large TPC
Test-setup @DESY

Machine-induced bkg. and ions from gas 
amplification create track distortions
=> Gating is needed

 Wire gate is an option
 Alternatively: GEM-gate



Central Tracker: TPC Performance
Target requirement of a spatial resolution of 100 um in transverse plane and dE/dx
resolution < 5% have been reached with all technologies (GEM, MM and GridPix)  

 GEM: requires ~ 1mm
pads & sufficient diffusion

 MM: charge spreading
using resistive-anode 
capacitive readout

 Gridpix: < 300 um pitch
/ digital readout

TPC 2-hit separation vs drift distance

dE/dx <4 % can be
achieved with Gridpix
(cluster-counting)

If dE/dx combined 
with ToF using 

SiECAL, p<10GeV 
region covered

arXiv: 2003.01116

M. Ruan



Circular colliders (e.g. CEPC):

 H/top running  pad / pixels are OK 
(@1035 ion backflow and space charge 
can be calibrated by laser system);

 Z running (@1036) occupancy is too
high at low radii (overlapping tracks)

 Study pixel - TPC to replace 
pad - TPC for Z-pole running

Future R&D needed: 
- Optimal pad size to improve track resolution; 
- Pixel size > 200 um or large  cost reduction

Central Tracker: Pixel TPC for Z-Pole Running
ILC: gating scheme, based on large-aperture GEM
 Exploit ILC bunch structure (gate opens 50 us before

the first bunch and closes 50 us after the last bunch)

Estimate the charge in the TPC as it can cause distortions:

- At ILC beam-beam effects are dominant
- TLEP and FCC-ee studies γγ-background is very small at Z

 Rough estimations at L = 32⋅1034 cm-2 s-1 indicate primary 
ionisation causes accumulated charge at an ILC250 level 

 Ion backflow (IBF) can give a lot of additional charge
 so IBF must be controlled (IBF = 5/1.5  80 / 14 um)

 Measuring IBF for Gridpix is a priority, expected 𝒪𝒪(1‰)

 At CEPC gating can greatly reduce IBF (@ Z-pole): 
- max drift time of 30 µs < average Z interval 100 µs (10 kHz)
- will cause some leveling due to dead time

Assumes, for each primary ionization, 
5 ions backflow (IBF =5)
from readout into main gas system 

H. Qi

P. Kluit



Central Tracker: GridPix TPC Readout 
Feasibility is shown @ DESY test-beam with 160 InGrids

3 modules for Large TPC Prototype : 1 x 96 InGrid, 2 x 24 InGrids
320 cm² active area, 10,5 mio. channels, new SRS Readout system

Module with
96 InGrids

on 12 „octoboards“

LP Endplate with 3 modules

Quad board (Timepix3)  development of 8 quad detector (2020)

50 cm track length with about 3000 hits
 each representing an electron from

the primary ionisation
 demanding for track reconstruction, 

especially in case of curved tracks

Physics properties of pixel TPC:
• Improved dE/dx by cluster counting
• Improved meas.of low angle tracks
• Excellent double track seperation
• Much reduced hodoscope effect
• Lower occupancy @ high rates
• Fully digital read out (TOT)

K. Ligtenberg






Critical Items for a TPC Readout Technology Choice 

 GEM-Based readout paper: arXiv:1604.00935 
 MM-Based readout paper (in preparation)

Several aspects are important:

 Minimize power consumption (detector/electronics)
 Sufficient cooling (e.g. little material, e.g. CO2 colling)
 Thin detector (radiation length)
 Minimize z- and xy-readout plane destortions

Distortion challenge: module flatness
control of mechanics (deformations if 

not rigid enough)   give rise to ExB effects

Deformation challenge: Quad / pixel module

Considerable effort to reach very high precision
mechanical mounting (10-20 um) 
of the quad and 8-quad module

Distortion challenge: module edges
xy-plane (with new encapsulated anode)

Corrected x deformations
Pixel (precision) plane

z deformations
Drift direction

K. Ligtenberg

P. Colas, S. Ganjour,  T. Ogawa



Vertex and Central Trackers: Challenges
All-Silicon tracker  (ILC/SiD, CLICdp, FCC/CLD, CEPC/FST)

 ILC: number of layers; thin detectors, time-stamping capability, minimize material budget (2D/ 
stitching); power savings / engineering;

 Circular colliders: continuous operation  power-pulsing is not possible (aim less power 
consumption & active (increased) cooling)  increased material budget;

Silicon + TPC (ILC/ILD, CEPC baseline)

 ILC: use of GEM-grid gating; 
CC: can TPC stand for (extremely) high readout rate; ion feedback – can it cope @ Z-pole;

 Calibration and detector alignment;
 Low power consumption FEE ASIC;
 Mechanical (field cage rigidity) and distortion (field cage quality, module flatness) challenges;

Silicon + Wire/Drift Chamber (FCC/IDEA, CEPC/IDEA)

 Can it cope with high rates @ Z-pole;
 Half as many hits as in TPC  more Si-layers  momentum resolution sufficient ?;
 Aging effects: hydrocarbon-based mixtures are not trustable for long-term operation in DC
 search for different gas mixtures;

 Very long wires (~4m), study/optimize wires material;
 dE/dx by cluster counting (depends on Nhits in DC);

PID requested by flavor physics (TPC/DC have superior capability over Si)  see G. Wilkinson talk
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